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Abstract 
Random splitting trees share the striking independence properties of the continuous time 
binary Galton-Watson tree. They can be represented by Poisson point processes and their 
contour processes are strong Markov processes. Here we study splitting trees conditioned on 
extinction, respectively non-extinction as well as size-biased splitting trees. We give explicit 
probabilistic constructions of those trees by decomposing them into independent parts along 
a distinguished line of descent. The size-biased trees are shown to have stationary contour 
processes. Splitting trees are related to M/G/l-queuing systems which allows to translate the 
results on the trees into statements on the queues. 
Keywords: Random tree; Galton-Watson process; Depth-first search; Poisson point process; 
Size-biasing method, M/G/l-queue 
1. Introduction 
There are two different models to describe the binary continuous time Galton- 
Watson tree. In the traditional model births occur at individuals’ deaths. At the end of 
an exponentially distributed lifetime an individual has either two or no children. The 
possible offspring evolve independently and according to the same law. In the other 
model individuals give birth while alive. Again having exponentially distributed 
lifetime an individual gives birth to single descendants with constant rate throughout 
his life. Splitting trees arise from that second model where the lifetime distribution 
may be general. Splitting trees have some nice independence structure. Their contour 
processes (the distance-from-the root processes of the depth-first search) are time- 
homogeneous strong Markov processes (Geiger, 1995). Expressed in terms of the tree 
the Markov property states that the subtrees which grow to either side of a fixed path 
in the tree are independent. This property will be used to derive probabilistic 
constructions of conditioned and size-biased splitting trees. The motivation to study 
size-biased splitting trees is to construct the stationary measure for the contour 
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process and the so-called pruned tree process, a tree-valued Markov process asso- 
ciated with the depth-first search. 
In Section 2 we start with introducing the various stochastic processes associated 
with random planar trees and quote the results about splitting trees which we will 
need in the follow-up. We show how splitting trees can be represented by Poisson 
point processes in the plane and explain how splitting trees are related to M/G/l- 
queuing systems. In Section 3 we give a description of splitting trees conditioned on 
extinction up to some time x by specifying the underlying model for the evolution of 
a population. Section 4 is devoted to size-biased splitting trees. We reveal the inner 
structure of the size-biased splitting tree, which is formally defined by a transforma- 
tion of the measure on the trees. We show that its pruned tree process and its contour 
process are stationary if the traversal is started at a uniformly chosen point on the tree. 
In Section 5 we finally give a probabilistic construction of splitting trees conditioned 
on non-extinction up to some time x. We decompose the tree along the path to the 
‘left-most’ individual alive at that time, which corresponds to decomposing the tree’s 
contour process at the first hitting time of x. The binary Galton-Watson tree will 
serve throughout as the particularly nice example. 
Probabilistic constructions and the stochastic process viewpoint have lately be- 
come more and more significant in the study of random trees. See Aldous (1991) for 
a major survey on this subject. The strength of the method of size-biasing has become 
apparent in Lyons et al. (1995) who used it to give enlightening new proofs of classical 
results on discrete time Galton-Watson trees. 
2. Splitting trees and the associated processes 
Parts of this section are adapted from Geiger and Kersting (1996). We think of trees 
as family trees and make use of the corresponding terminology. Then edges represent 
individuals and the lengths of the edges are the associated life-times. One edge is 
distinguished being the founding ancestor of the family. 
Construction. Let p be a probability measure on R+. Consider the following stochas- 
tic model for the evolution of a population. 
- Individuals live, die and reproduce independently of each other. 
- The lifetime of an individual has distribution p. 
- While alive an individual splits off single descendants with constant rate indepen- 
dent of age, lifetime and previous reproduction. 
The random family tree of a population with a single founding ancestor arising from 
this model is called splitting tree with parameter p. 
For convenience we assume the birth rate to be 1, which can always be achieved by 
a change of time scale. The children’s dates of birth thus are part of a Poisson process 
with rate 1. The subtrees founded by individuals not in the same line of descent are 
independent copies of the whole tree. To embed the tree into the plane we agree upon 
to draw descendant edges always to the same side. The position on the parent’s edge 
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Fig. 1. The founding ancestor of this splitting tree has 2 children. The child which is born earlier (branching 
point closer to the root) has one child and one grandchild. The encircled subtrees founded by the ancestor’s 
children are independent copies of the whole tree. The horizontal lines are merely to indicate connections. 
where the child’s edge splits off corresponds to the parent’s age at the time of the 
child’s birth (see Fig. 1). Splitting trees belong to the class of age-dependent branching 
processes: the age-dependence comes in through the survival rate. One can also 
construct splitting trees for certain infinite measures ~1. A sufficient condition on p is 
so’ yp(dy) + s,” p(d y < co, which means that individuals may have infinitely many ) 
offspring provided that only a few survive for long. Infinite splitting trees are treated in 
Geiger (1994). Here we restrict ourselves for simplicity to the case where ,u is 
a probability measure in order to avoid technical difficulties. 
Example. The binary Galton-Watson tree is obtained by choosing the lifetime 
distribution p to be exponential with rate p0/p2 (we will use the notation exp(2) for the ex- 
ponential distribution with rate 1). In the traditional model for the binary Galton 
Watson tree individuals give birth at their times of death. They have either two or no 
children with probability pz and p0 = 1 - p2, respectively. The family tree arising 
from that model and the splitting tree with p = exp(p,/p,) are one-to-one. The 
prescription to switch from one tree to the other is ‘individuals live on in a randomly 
chosen one of their two children’. The time until first birth in the splitting tree, the 
quantity which is traditionally understood by lifetime in Galton-Watson process 
literature, has distribution exp(l/p,), if p = exp(p,/p,). 
A well-known strategy to explore a rooted planar tree is the depth-first search. In 
case of a splitting tree the instructions for the traversal are 
- Trace the tree along edges with constant speed, starting from the root. 
- At branching points always switch into the descendant edge. 
- Coming to a boundary point ( = end of an edge) jump back into the edge of the 
parent, namely to the point where the just traversed edge splits off. 
Finally, one jumps back to the root. Let X, denote the distance from the root of the 
depth-first search at time t. (Note that the meaning of ‘time’ varies depending on 
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whether it is used in context with the depth-first search or the individuals’ world. Time 
in the individuals’ world corresponds to distance from the root in the family tree, if the 
tree is considered as a geometric object.) The whole process (X,), a 0 is the so-called 
contour process of the tree. By convention the speed of the traversal ( = slope of the 
contour) is 1. The contour process contains all the information about the tree, i.e. 
a splitting tree can always be recovered from its contour. See Fig. 2 for an example of 
a tree and its contour. A more complex process associated with the depth-first search 
is what we call the pruned tree process. The state of the pruned tree process at time t is 
the line of descent from the edge being traced at t back to the founding ancestor, 
marked with the actual progress of the traversal. This line of descent can be obtained 
by cutting off those edges which either have been completely passed through or have 
not yet been entered at time t. Note that the height of the mark on that line of descent 
is the state of the contour process. See Fig. 3 for some ‘snapshots’ of the pruned tree 
process. Formal definitions of these processes are given in Section 4. 
We will state the properties of a splitting tree’s contour process and its pruned tree 
process shortly. Before, we show how to represent a planar rooted tree by a point 
configuration in the upper positive quadrant of the plane. Enumerate the edges of the 
tree in the succession of entrance during the depth-first search. For i = 1,2, . . . let Si 
be the moment of first entrance into the ith edge during the depth-first search, Li the 
length of the ith edge, and Ti the moment of last exit from the ith edge. 
So 0 = Sr < Sz < ... and Si + Li < Ti. We represent the tree by the set 
@ = {(S, Li): i = 1,2, . . . }. See Fig. 4 for an example of a tree and the associated point 
configuration. 
Since in a splitting tree descendant edges split off with constant rate and the 
individuals have i.i.d. lifetimes, the following statement is evident. 
Lemma 2.1. The random set @ = {(S, Li): i = 1,2, . . . > representing a splitting tree 
with parameter p is part of a Poisson point process on Q = {(s, 8): s > 0, 8 > 0} with 
intensity measure ds dp conditioned to have a point (the founding ancestor) in ((0, 8): 
e > O}. 
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Fig. 2. The letters below the time axis indicate the parts of the edges being traversed at that moment. 
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Fig. 3. The asterisks on the splitting tree above on the left indicate the states of the depth-first search at 
times t,, i = 1, ._. ,4. The respective states of the pruned tree process at these times are depicted below. 
4 
I * @ = {(G-q : i = 1,2,...} 
* 
* * 
* 
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Fig. 4. A tree and the associated point configuration. 
Remark. The representation of a splitting tree by the associated Poisson point 
process is suitable only in the critical and subcritical case, i.e. if SK+ ep(de) < 1. In the 
supercritical case, if ja+ tp(dt) > 1, the description of the tree might be incomplete, 
since the depth-first search gets caught in the first ( = left-most) infinite subtree, which 
happens to exist with positive probability. The contour process and the pruned tree 
process are still well-defined though. 
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Example. Splitting trees are related to M/G/l-queues with preemptive resume LIFO: 
Consider a system where items arrive at times Si and have service times Li. Let the 
queue discipline be ‘Last Come-First Served’ and let new items enter service immedi- 
ately. The busy period of such a system generates a splitting tree (represented by 
~ = {(Si, L,): i = 1, 2, ... }). In this set-up X, is the service performed to those items 
which are still in the system at time t, and the pruned tree specifies the structure of the 
queue (number of items, virtual waiting time, etc.). 
The point process representing a splitting tree has a nice independence structure 
and so do its contour process and the pruned tree process. The pruned tree process is 
a time-homogeneous Markov process, which is a consequence of the assumptions, 
that individuals evolve independently of each other and that the birth rate does not 
depend on the individuals’ previous reproduction. The Markov property is preserved 
by projecting onto the position-of-the-mark component of the pruned tree process, i.e. 
it carries over to the contour process. 
Theorem 2.1. The contour process of a splitting tree with general lifetime distribution 
p is a time-homogeneous strong Markov process. 
This theorem is from Geiger (1995) (there splitting trees are called binary self-similar 
trees and the term delete & shift process is used for the pruned tree process). The result 
is well-known for the critical Galton-Watson tree in which case the contour process 
performs an exponential random walk (see LeGall (1989) as well as Neveu and Pitman 
(1989)). What does the Markov property state in terms of the tree? Each time 
t specifies a point on the tree, namely the state of the depth-first search at that time; 
and it specifies a path in the tree, namely the one from the root to that point. The part 
of the contour until time t completely describes the subtrees which have been totally 
passed through at that time. Those are the subtrees which split off to the left of the 
distinguished path. The part of the contour after time t describes the subtrees growing 
to the right of the distinguished path and the one subtree rooted at the distinguished 
point (note that those subtrees are no longer splitting trees, since the residual lifetimes 
of their founding ancestors in general will not have distribution ,u). Since the future 
and the past are conditionally independent in a Markov process, the subtrees growing 
to either side of a fixed path in a splitting tree are independent. The subtrees which 
split off to the left provide no information at all about the number or position of 
branching points where subtrees grow to the right (see Fig. 5) 
Remark. The Markov property and the time-homogeneity of the contour process 
imply that the number of individuals alive at some fixed time has geometric distribu- 
tion conditioned on non-extinction up to that time. The population size process of 
a splitting tree is no Markov process unless p is exponential. 
3. Splitting trees conditioned on extinction 
Individuals still evolve independently of each other, if the population is conditioned 
on extinction up to some time x. This allows to describe the tree by simply specifying 
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Fig. 5. The Markov property of the contour process implies that the subtrees growing to either side of the 
path are independent. In particular do those which split off to the left provide no information on the 
number or position of branching points where subtrees grow to the right. 
the birth rates and the lifetime distribution of the individuals, which both depend on 
the time left until x. 
Let H denote the splitting tree’s height and let L be the founding ancestor’s lifetime. 
For x > 0 let 
cl(X) := /4(X> 41, (3.1) 
u(x) := f g@)(x), 
II=1 
(3.2) 
where g(“) denotes the n-fold convolution of g in the sense of density functions, 
g (“+l)(x) = l: g’“‘(x - y)g(y) dy. Note that U(X) < co, since g < 1 and hence 
g (“+r)(x) d (PI!)_lx”. 
Lemma 3.1. The distribution function 0fH is 
P(H d x) 1 44 
x 
= - 
1 + U(x) 
where U(x) = s u(s) ds, x 3 0. 
0 
The joint distribution of H and L is 
P(H $ x, Ledt’) = p(dd) ’ ; YE(;)“‘, o<e<x. 
(LX) 
0 
SP (s < H)d 
s> 
dxa(x < H)J = (x)n 
X 
a3uys 0 = R sa!IduII tpy~ ‘& * R = n a3uaq put! 6 w 0 = n saysyes n suogrqos oM1 Jo 
aDualagp aql ~aql alou ssauanbrun IOJ) spzala$u! alrug uo papunoq (9’~) ‘bg JO uognlos 
anbrun ay$ s$uasaJdaI (z’E) uy pauyap n Ina ‘tfp (ic)B (tf - x)_n :s = (x)6 * 3 alaqM 
(9X) 
‘B*_n+ B=_n 
uoyenba It?MauaJ aql saysges (sp (s < H)J zJ)dxa 
(x < ~)d =: (x); ivql s~oqs (sp (s < I-& 3) dxa dq (s’E) JO saprs ywq @&IyIn~ .a 
spaaDxa AIuy-raD aurgaJq sp pue ‘2 > s aurg hue le s - x < lqZ!aqJo aallqns ego Igds 
IOU p!p .rolsaws OwpunoJ aql uaql ‘2 awy 1~ uloq y x IV aage luepua3sap e ql!M pIy3 
1s.g aqj J ~eq~ alou urlal puo3as aql JOT ‘x le age IuepuaDsap B wq x awg 01 dn woq 
ualply3 sty JO auou ‘a.! ‘x auy 1~ aaqe Ienp!A!pur Ic~uo aqi s! lo4sa3uE 8ufpunoj aql 
leq$ ‘lualza aql JO dlyqeqold aqy ST (go) JO ap!s pwzq-Iq@ aqj uo t.u.ral wy aqL ‘x w 
a~gc wwpua3sap v qjy pIiq3 1s.y sfq 0~ qll!q sa@ .rojsa3ue ikupunoj aql uaqht ‘atug 
aqi 01 2fuyp~oa~e (x < H} IuaAa aql JO uogp.wd aqi SB poo$sJapun aq ue3 (s’E) ‘bs 
(SE) 
SP(S-X<H)dO 
J> 
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+ 
I 
Y 
s 
( 
0 
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The first claim of the lemma is derived from (3.7) by successively integrating, taking 
logarithm, and differentiating. 
Combining (3.3) and the first part of the lemma yields 
P(H < x, Led/) = p(dd) exp 
log(1 + u(s)) ds 
= .4d4 
1 + U(x - e) 
l+U(x) . 
0 
We derive the following description of a splitting tree conditioned on extinction up 
to time x. 
Construction. Consider the following stochastic model for a population evolving 
inhomogeneously in time. 
- Individuals live, die and reproduce independently of each other. 
- The lifetime distribution of an individual born at time s is pL,,, 
px,s(dO = p&d4 = /4d4 
1+ U(x-s-e) 
1 + U(x - s) - U(X - s)’ 
O<s<s+ddx. 
An individual alive at time s splits off a single descendant with rate 
A,,, = A,_, = 1 - 
u(x - s) 
1 + U(x -s)’ 
Ofs<x, 
independent of the individual’s age, lifetime and previous reproduction. 
Theorem 3.1. The random family tree of a population with a single founding ancestor 
arising from the above model is a splitting tree with parameter p conditioned on 
extinction up to time x. 
Proof. As pointed out in the proof of Lemma 3.1, the event that the population gets 
extinct up to time x is the intersection of independent events, namely that no subtree 
of height > x - s grows out of the founding ancestor’s edge at any time s during his 
life. This implies that the individuals evolve conditionally independent. From Lemma 
3.1 we can also read off the birth rates and the distribution of the individuals’ 
lifetimes. lJ 
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4. Size-biased splitting trees 
Suppose we do not trace just one single tree, but an infinite sequence of independent 
splitting trees. Assuming some kind of ergodicity, the distribution of the associated 
pruned tree process will converge to its stationary measure. What is this measure like? 
In a stationary renewal process the interval covering a fixed point has size-biased 
length, and the position of the point is uniformly distributed on this interval. We are in 
exactly the same situation here. The tree being traced at time t will have size-biased 
length as t + co, where length means total sum of the individuals’ lifetimes ( = dura- 
tion of the tree’s contour); and the state of the depth-first search will be uni- 
form on that tree. What about the inner structure of this size-biased splitting 
tree with a uniformly chosen point? Clearly, it is more likely to pick a long edge, 
such that the distinguished edge specified by the point will have size-biased 
length, too. The same argument holds for all the edges in the distinguished line of 
descent. Since individuals with longer lifetimes tend to have more children, a random- 
ly picked individual is more likely to be the child of a parent with a long lifetime. 
We will give a probabilistic construction of the size-biased tree along the line of 
descent from the founding ancestor to the distinguished individual. This construction 
is similar to that of size-biased discrete time Galton-Watson trees in Lyons et al. 
(1995). 
In Section 2 we explained how to represent a splitting tree by the random set 
{(% Li): i = 1,2, . . . }. For the ease of notation we now switch to the ordered tuple 
@ := (% Li)i= 1,2, ,,., where Si < Sj if i < j. Let cp = (si, ei)l Q i G ,, be an admissible point 
configuration, i.e. 
0 = s, < sa < ... <S”, 
i-l 
si < 2 ek, i= 2, . . . ,n. 
k=l 
The second condition ensures that cp represents a single tree (does not fall into several). 
By Lemma 2.1 the random set representing a splitting tree is part of a Poisson point 
process with intensity measure dp = ds d,u conditioned to have a point in 
((0, e), L > O>, hence 
P(@ e dq) = exp ds, h(d&) . . . p(d&,). (4.1) 
(For the exponential term note that since x1= 1 /i is the time when the depth-first 
search terminates, there may not be any additional point in [0, x1= 1 L’i) x R+.) For 
a subcritical splitting tree, i.e. if EL = l,” /p(d/) < 1, the size-biased splitting tree 6 is 
defined by 
Z(V) P(@ E dq) P(&dq) := EZ where Z(q) = i ei 
i=l 
(4.2) 
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and the size-biased splitting tree with a uniformly chosen point (4, S) is defined by 
ds 
P@ E dq, SE ds) := P@ E dq) - 
Z(V) 
-yyds, O<s<Z(cp). (4.3) 
Note that 
EZ = (1 - EL)-’ EL, (4.4) 
since 
Z ~ L+ ~ Zi, 
i=l 
where P’(L) = p, 2’(Zi) = Y(Z), and Nc has Poisson distribution with mean d; all 
random variables being independent of each other. Combining (4.1) (4.3), and (4.4) 
yields 
P(& E dq, SE ds) 
~(1 - EL)(EL)-1 exp -i ei ds2 . . . ds,dsp(dbr) . . . p(de,). 
( ) 
(4.5) 
i=l 
In order to reveal the structure of the size-biased splitting tree with a uniformily 
chosen point we have to rearrange the expression in (4.5). For this we need to 
introduce some more notation. Let 
G(j) = G(cp, j) = generation of individual j, 1 6 j < n. 
i,’ = il.j = j’s ancestor in generation k, 1 < k d G(j). 
In particular 1 = ijl < ii < ... < iJ,,j, = j (see Fig. 6 for an example). Now suppose 
that the edge being traversed at time s is j, then (we omit to index the dependence of 
G and ik and on j) 
P(&dq, SEds) 
= (1 - EL)(EL)-’ exp ds, ds p(der) . p(de,,) 
= (1 _ EQ(EL)G- 1 I”r “’ $Fik) j2 2 ; 
k=l J 
“I’( pi1 eik) eXP (- m;i, em) Ji, Adf,) ds,. (4.6) 
Note that the term in the last line of (4.6) is the probability, that at certain times 
splitting subtrees of total length 1, + ik e,,, and specified shape grow out of a line of 
descent of length Cz= 1 eik (compare with (4.1)). From the expression in (4.6) we derive 
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G(5) = 3; 
i: = 1, 
ii =4, 
is = 5. 3 
Sl -92 s3 $4 s5 s ,? 4 
i=l 
Fig. 6. The line of descent of the fifth individual in the succession of entrance during the depth-first search 
consists of three individuals. Its father is individual 4, its grandfather is the founding ancestor. 
the following construction of the size-biased splitting tree with a uniformly chosen 
point. 
Construction. The line of descent from the founding ancestor to the edge with the 
distinguished point: 
- Let the generation G of the distinguished individual have geometric distribution 
with mean (1 - EL)-’ 
P(G = k) = (1 - EL)(EL)k-‘, k = 1,2, . . . 
- Let the lifetimes Zi of the individuals in the distinguished line of descent be 
independent and have size-biased lengths 
eiP(dfJ P(~i~dCil~j=cj,j#i;G=k)=L, i=l, . . ..k. 
- Let the age Ai, at which the ith individual in the distinguished line of descent gives 
birth to its successor, be independent of Aj, j # i, and uniformly distributed on its 
lifetime Zi 
P(Ai~dailL^i=ci;(i,,Aj)=(I,,aj),izi;G=k)=~, 06ai<~ii, 1 ~jikk, 
1 
where Ak is the position of the distinguished point on its edge. 
The subtrees growing out of the distinguished line of descent: 
- Besides giving birth to their successor let the individuals in the distinguished line of 
descent split off ordinary splitting trees with rate 1, independent of their age, lifetime 
and previous reproduction. 
In view of the expression in (4.6) and the subsequent remark we can state the 
following result. 
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Theorem 4.1. The random family tree with a distinguished point arising from the aboue 
model is the size-biased splitting tree with a uniformly chosen point. 
Example. The size-biased Galton-Watson tree. If 9(L) = exp(A.), then VI? and 
(1 - U)L are independent and have again exponential distribution with rate 1. 
The geometric sum (mean l/p) of independent exponential random variables 
with rate A has exponential distribution with rate ;Ip. Hence the height of 
the uniformly chosen point on the size-biased Galton-Watson tree (p = exp(pO/p2), 
p. > p2) has exponential distribution with rate (p,, - p2)/p2; and out of that 
point grows an ordinary Galton-Watson tree. To the left of the path to the distin- 
guished point grow ordinary Galton-Watson trees with rate 1. Note that the 
symmetry about rehanging subtrees is preserved since the quantity ‘total sum of 
individuals’ lifetimes’ does not depend on the shape of the tree. Hence ordinary 
Galton-Watson trees also grow to the right of the distinguished path with rate 1 
(see Fig. 7). 
We will now show that the distribution of the distinguished line of descent in the 
size-biased splitting tree with a uniformly chosen point is indeed stationary for the 
extended pruned tree process, i.e. when a whole sequence of i.i.d. splitting trees is 
traced instead of just one single tree. One possible extension would be to start tracing 
the next tree immediately after having completed the traversal of the previous one. In 
time 
l Poisson( 1) 
0 Poisson( 1) 
L(X) = exp ( y ) 
Fig. 7. The size-biased Galton-Watson tree 6?. The two Poisson processes and X are mutually indepen- 
dent. The subtrees which split off to either side of the distinguished path and out of the distinguished point 
are independent copies of an ordinary Galton-Watson tree. 
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view of the Poisson point process representation of the trees it is however more 
natural to insert exponential waiting times with rate 1 in between the traversals of 
subsequent trees. We have not given a formal description of the pruned tree process 
yet. The process can be constructed via the point process representing the trees. This is 
done in Geiger (1994) and works also if p is infinite. Since we restrict to p being 
a probability measure here, it is convenient to define the process formally by prescri- 
bing the infinitesimal probabilities. 
Let E be the set of pruned trees with a distinguished point represented by 
($, X) = ((si, ei)i c i $ ,,, ~1, n 2 1, where 
o=s1 <s2 < ..’ <s,<s,+1 :=x (4.7) 
and 
Si+l - Si</i, i=l, ,..,Iz. (4.8) 
The second condition ensures that the tree represented by II/ is a single line of descent 
and that the distinguished point is on the last edge of this line (see Fig. 8). We will 
denote the state of the process in between the traversals of subsequent trees by (0, 0), 
and the extended state space by E. = Eu{(@ 0)). 
Now recall the instructions for the depth-first search from Section 2 and their 
effect on the pruned tree process: In between backward jumps the distinguished 
point is constantly moving away from the root. A new edge is attached to the 
line of descent with rate 1, the length of such an edge has distribution ,U 
(postulates 1 and 2 below). Coming to the end of an edge, this edge is cut 
off from the line of descent and the distinguished point jumps back into 
the parent’s edge (postulate 3). At the end of a tree’s traversal we wait an 
exponential time before we trace the next tree starting from its root (postulates 4 
and 5). 
I * * = (Si, l&l,..,4 
* 
* i.. 
. . . . 
: ‘.. 
: 
: ? 
. . . . ; 
. . . . 
i. 
. . i. 
. . . . : . . : . . . . : . . . 
..... . . . . 
: 
. . . . : : 
. . . . 
..; . . 
: . . . . ‘... 
St 32 s3 s4 s5:= x 
Fig. 8. A possible state of the pruned tree process. The tree consists of a single line of descent and the 
distinguished point ( = state of the depth-first search) is on the last edge of this line. 
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Definition. Let p be a probability measure on lR+. A time-homogeneous Markov 
process (Yu,, X ) t f z o with state space E0 is called extended pruned tree process with 
parameter p, if it has a.s. cddlag paths and satisfies 
(1) limhlo h-‘(1 - P((~I,, XJ = (vQ, x + h)l(y,, X0) = (+, x))) = 1, 
($9 X) = ((si, ei)r < i < n) ~1 E E. 
(2) limhlo hK’ P(Y,E +u( x, x + hl x A X,, = x + hl(‘Yo, Xc,) = (II/, 4) = ,44, 
where Il/u(x, x + h] x A := {$u(s, e): (s, 8) E ( x, x + h] x A} and $u(s, 4) denotes the 
ordered tuple of the (si, eiys and (s, f). 
(3) P((YY,, X,) = ($\(%I, k.), s,)l(Yt-, X*-) = ($9 s, + [,)) = 1, 
where 
(4) limhlo h-l (1 - ~((YY,, Xd = (8, o)l(Y~, &) = (8,O))) = 1 
(5) limhlo h-’ P(Y,E {(O,e): &EA), Xh < h((YO, X0) = (0,O)) = p(A). 
Postulates (l)-(5) are consistent and determine the transition kernel (PI), 2 0 of the 
process uniquely. 
Assume EL = j,” ep(de) < 1 again. Let G, Uj and ej, j = 1,2, . . . be mutually 
independent, where G has geometric distribution with mean (1 - EL)-‘, the Uj are 
uniformly distributed on (0, 1) and the Zj are identically distributed with 
P(LjEde) = (EL)- ‘dp(d&). Define the probability measure rr on E0 by 
i-l 
~:=~((Si~Li)l<i~G-l~ S,), where Si := C Li’IZj (4.9) 
j=t 
and by convention (si, Li)l $ i G 0 = 0. 
Theorem 4.2. 7-c is the stationary probability measure of the extended subcritical pruned 
tree process ( Yt, X,), a 0. The process is ergodic, i.e. for any probability measure p on E0 
P,((Y,, X,)E .) -9 7~ strongly as t --f ~0. 
Proof. We first show that rc is stationary. By definition (4.9) 
n({(& 0))) = P(G = 1) = 1 - EL, (4.10) 
and for (l//,s,+l)=((si,&i)l~iSn,s,+l ) being an interior point of the space E (i.e. 
%+1 > sn) 
rc(d$ ds,, r) = (1 - EL)(EL)” ioI 9 % 
I 
= (1 - EL) fi p(dei)dsi+l. 
i=l 
(4.11) 
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We examine the transitions in the small time interval (0, dt] ignoring events with 
probability o(dt). We begin with the state of rest (I&O). In order to be in (8,O) at time dt 
the initial state of the extended pruned tree process must either be (0, 0) or ((0, e), s) for 
some 8 > 0 and L’ - s E (0, dt]. If the initial state is (r&O) then the process is still in (0,O) 
at time dt with probability 1 - dt by postulate (4). If the process starts in ((0, L), s) 
then it hits (&O) at time 6’ - s with probability 1 - (/ - s) by postulates (1) 
and (3). The process then has to stay at (t&O) until time dt which it does with 
probability 1 - (dt - (t - s)). Hence if the initial state is any of the above then the 
process is in (0,O) at time dt with probability 1 - dt. In view of (4.10) and (4.11) we 
thus have 
Cd{ (0,O))) = (1 - W({(‘k 0))) + (1 - dt) s (1 - EL)p(d/) dt R+ 
= (1 - dt)4{(0,0)}) + dt(l - EL) = n(((0,O))). (4.12) 
Nowlet(~,s,+l)=((si,ei)l.i.,, s,+J be an interior point of E. In order to be in 
(*> &I+1 ) at time dt the initial state of the process must either be ($, s,,+~ - dt) or 
($u(s, L’), s,+ 1 + / - dt) for some 8 > 0 and s,+ 1 - dt < s < s,+ 1. If the initial state 
is ($, s,,+~ - dt) then the probability of being in ($, s,+ i) at time dt is 1 - dt by 
postulate (1). If the process starts at ($u(s, e), s,+ 1 + L’ - dt) then it hits ($, s) at time 
dr - @,+I - s) with probability 1 - dt + (s,+ 1 - s) by postulates (1) and (3). The 
process then moves on to ($, s,+i) at time dt with probability 1 - (s,+ i - s) by (1). 
Hence if the initial state is any of the above then the process is in ($, s,+ J at time dt 
with probability 1 - dt. In view of (4.11) we thus have 
71 P,,(dti ds,+ 1) = (1 - dr) n(d+ ds,+ 1) 
+ (1 - dt) 
s 
n(dlC/ ds,+ Mde) dt 
R+ 
= 71k-W ds,+ I). (4.13) 
Finally, note that the flow into and out of the boundary points of E is balanced: In 
order to pass the state ($, s,) = ((si, ei)i ,c i G “, s,) during the time interval (0, dt] and 
end UP in {W, s,+ A: s,+ 1 - s, d dt}, the process must start in {(ll/\(s,, e,), s): 
s,, - s d dt} and must attach a new edge of length 8,. By (4.11) and postulate (2) the 
ratio of the ‘masses’ which z puts to the respective sets and the rate to attach the edge 
agree. The stationarity of rc follows from (4.12), (4.13) and the balance of the flow at the 
boundary points of the state space E. 
The ergodicity of the extended pruned tree process follows by standard 
coupling arguments (see e.g. Griffeath, 1978). Note that (8,O) is a positive 
recurrent state (in view of (4.4) and the assumption EL < 1) with exponential 
holding time. Hence any two independent copies of (Y,, X,), z 0 will eventually 
meet at (0,O). The finiteness of the coupling time implies strong convergence 
(in the total variation norm) of pP, to the stationary measure n for any initial 
measure p. 0 
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Remarks. Note that in order to show the equalities (4.12) and (4.13) we only made use 
of the representation of n in (4.10) and (4.11). Thus 5 defined by 
f4Wdsn+,) = fJ P(dei)dsi+l, (II/, s,+dEint E, 
i=l 
fd{(& 0))) = 1 
is invariant in the supercritical case, too, though it is no longer finite then. 
The ergodicity of the extended pruned tree process is due to our choice of extension. 
If instead the next tree is traced immediately after having completed the traversal of 
the previous one, then this extension of the process is ergodic only if ~1 is of nonlattice 
type. 
Recall the relation between splitting trees and M/G/l-queues explained in Section 
2. The residual waiting time of the queue is the sum of the residual lifetimes of the 
individuals in the pruned tree after giving birth to their successor. In the stationary 
pruned tree this quantity has distribution _%‘“(C~= r(l - Ui)~i). This result is known as 
Pollaczek-Khintchine formula in queuing theory. Note that the stationary distribu- 
tions of the residual waiting time process and the contour process agree. This is since 
the residual waiting time process is the time reversed contour process (in distribution), 
which can be most easily seen if the reversal of time is translated into a change of 
prescription for tracing the tree. 
5. Splitting trees conditioned on non-extinction 
We finally discuss the splitting tree conditioned on non-extinction up to some time 
x. In this case the path to the left-most individual alive at x is a suggested candidate to 
decompose the tree along, which corresponds to decomposing the tree’s contour at the 
first hitting time of x. The subtrees growing to either side of this path are independent 
due to the strong Markov property of the contour process. The condition on the 
subtrees growing to the left of this path is that they get extinct up to time x. We gave 
an explicit construction of those trees in Section 3. The law of the subtrees growing to 
the right of the path is completely determined by the distribution of the line of descent 
from the founding ancestor to the left-most individual alive at x. This distribution will 
be derived using the splitting tree’s representation as a Poisson point process. 
Construction. Let /A be a probability measure on [w+. Consider the following model 
for a random family tree of height > x. 
The path from the root to a distinguished individual: 
_ Let the generation G, of the distinguished individual have distribution 
s’“‘(x) P(Gx = n) = - 
44 ’ 
n > 1, 
with g’“‘(x) and u(x) as defined in (3.1) and (3.2). 
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- Let the birth times Si of the individuals in the line of descent from the founding 
ancestor to the distinguished individual have conditional joint distribution 
P(Si = ~1; Si Edsi, 2 < i < n 1 G, = n) 
= g’“‘(x)-’ fi g(si+l - si)dSz ... ds,, 
i=l 
O=s, <s2< ... <s,<s,+i :=x, n>l. 
The subtrees growing to the right of the distinguished path: 
- Let the lifetimes Li of the individuals in the distinguished line of descent be 
conditionally independent and have distribution 
P(dei) 
= SCsi+l - si)’ 
ti > Si+l - Si, 1 < i < n. 
- After time x let the distinguished individual split off ordinary splitting trees with 
rate 1, and so let the other individuals in the distinguished line of descent after the 
time of their successor’s birth. 
The subtrees growing to the left of the distinguished path: 
- At times 0 d u d x let independent splitting trees conditioned 
height H < x - u split off to the left of the distinguished path 
P(H < x - u). 
Theorem 5.1. The random family tree constructed above is a splitting tree 
meter p conditioned on non-extinction up to time x. 
to have 
with rate 
with para- 
Proof. The event {H > x>, that the height of the tree exceeds x, can be expressed in 
terms of the tree’s contour process (X,), a 0 by {supX, > x}. The left-most individual 
alive at x is the one specified by the contour processes’ first hitting time of x. 
The distinguished line of descent from the founding ancestor to the left-most 
individual alive at x is ‘Pox, the tree component of the state of the pruned tree 
process at that first hitting time ox = inf{u > 01 X, = x}. In order to compute 
the distribution of Yy,% we may condition on any specific path of the contour 
process up to time ox (cf. Geiger, 1995, p 94; this is basically the Markov 
property of the contour process, though the condition that the regular versions 
of P(YT~ . IX,) and P(YyT~ -1 (X,), G T) agree is in fact a little stronger; T 
being any stopping time with respect to the filtration ((T{X~, s < t})t a ,,.) In 
particular, we may condition on the event that the contour process has no jump up to 
time x, i.e. 
LY(Y,xIa, < 00) = ~(Y,IX, =x). (5.1) 
The event {X, = x} means that no boundary point of the tree is reached up to time x, 
i.e. Li > Si+l - Si,ldidN,-l,andLN,>~-_SN,,where~=(Si,Li)i,listhe 
point configuration representing the splitting tree and N, is the maximal index n such 
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that S, < x. In view of the definition of the space of pruned trees with a distinguished 
point in (4.7) and (4.8) we thus have 
(Xx =x> = {((S, &)I <i<N,, x)EE}, (5.2) 
and more detailed 
{yx=~,X,=x}={(Si,Li)l~i~~, =Icl}, ($,x)EE. 
Recalling the properties of @ (Lemma 2.1) we derive from (5.3) 
(5.3) 
P(Yx E dl//, X, = X) = exp( - X) fi p((dei) ds, . . . ds,, 
i=l 
(5.4) 
($, X) = ((Si, till G i $ n, X)E int E. 
The stated properties of the distribution of the distinguished line of descent follow by 
integrating the expression in (5.4) over the respective subsets of the state space E: For 
x>Oandn>l 
P(Nx = n, X, = x) = exp( - x) ,=,.,,ij fi P(dei) ds2 ... dsn 
, ,$,<” i=l 
($,x)eint E 
= exp( - x) s fi p(dei) dsz ... ds, 
o=slis2< .,. <s,<s”,I .= 
s,+l-s,<I,,i=l,..., n x i=l 
= 
exp( - 4 S fi g(Si+l - SC) dS2 ... ds, 
O=sl<s*< <s,<x i=l 
= exp( - x) g’“)(x). (5.5) 
For 0 = s1 -C s2 < ... < s, < s,+~ := x (5.4) and (5.5) yield 
P(Si = ~1; SiEdsi, 2 < i < n( N, = n, X, = X) 
= g’“‘(x)- 1 
s 
~ ~(dei) ds, . . ds, 
s,+I-s,</,,i=l ,..., n i=l 
= g’“‘(x)- ’ ii g(si+ 1 - si) dsz . . . ds,. 
i= 1 
Finally for Ci > Si+ 1 - si, 1 < i d n, (5.4) yields 
P(LiEd&i(Sj=Sj, 16j~n;L,=&,,k#i;N,=n;X,=x) 
(5.6) 
P(deJ P (dei) 
= S = g(Si+ 1 - Si)' 
/ > S,+, - so 
(5.7) 
Note that on (X, = x> the number of points N, is the generation of the individual 
specified by x and the Si, 1 Q i d N,, are the individuals’ times of birth. Thus the 
stated properties of the distribution of the line of descent from the founding ancestor 
to the left-most individual alive at x follow from (5.1) (5.5))(5.7). 
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The subtrees, which are split off by the individuals in the distinguished line of 
descent after giving birth to their successor, have not been traced up to time cr,. Hence 
those subtrees are ordinary splitting trees being split off with rate 1. (Formally this is 
a consequence of postulates (l)-(3) in the definition of the extended pruned tree 
process and the fact that the pruned tree process is a strong Markov process.) 
Finally, if at time u a subtree grows out to the left of the path to the left-most 
individual alive at X, then this subtree must certainly have height H < x - U. A sub- 
tree with height < s is split off with rate P(H < s). Since subtrees founded by 
individuals not in the same line of descent are independent, so are those growing to the 
left of the distinguished path. lJ 
Remark. Note that in the subcritical case the line of descent from the founding 
ancestor to the left-most individual alive at x has the same distribution as the 
stationary pruned tree conditioned to have its distinguished point at height x. 
Example. The Galton-Watson tree. If ~1 = exp(p,/p,), then the birth times Si, 
2 < i d G,, of the individuals in the distinguished line of descent (others than the 
founding ancestor) form a Poisson point process on (0, x] with rate 1. The residual 
lifetimes Li - (Si+ 1 - S,), 1 < i < G,, of the individuals in the distinguished line of 
0 
time 
Fig& The binary Galton-Watson tree conditioned on non-extinction up to time x and x + y. respective- 
ly. GW,, denotes a Galton-Watson tree conditioned on height H Q u. Those subtrees split off to the left of 
the distinguished path with rate r( - s) = P(H < s). The subtrees which grow to the right and out of the 
distinguished point are ordinary Galton-Watson trees. 
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descent after giving birth to their successor have distribution exp(p,/p,) again. Thus 
ordinary Galton-Watson trees grow out to the right of the distinguished path with 
rate 1. Note that the Galton-Watson tree conditioned on non-extinction is consistent: 
The part up from time y of a Galton-Watson tree conditioned on non-extinction up 
to time x + y looks like the Galton-Watson tree conditioned on non-extinction up 
time x (see Fig. 9). 
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